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National Centers for Environmental Information

NEWS

Dorian: There's No Universal Model That Can Predict Category or Impact of Hurricane – Former ...
Sputnik International
... weather and climate disaster events which each cost the US over $1 billion, according to the National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI).

noaa

NEWS

NOAA Contradicts Weather Service, Backs Trump On Hurricane Threat In Alabama
NPR
The parent agency of the National Weather Service said late Friday that President Trump was correct when he claimed earlier this week that Hurricane ...

NPR
The new event — which NOAA is calling the Northeast Pacific Marine Heatwave of 2019 — began forming in mid-June, according to Andy Leising, ...
NOAA reverses course on Trump's Alabama hurricane claim

WASHINGTON — A federal agency reversed course Friday on the question of whether President Donald Trump tweeted stale information about ...